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Chelsea maintains European
domination of Club World Cup
Kai Havertz scored a penalty
deep into extra time as Chelsea

Beijing
2022: Skater
Valieva
tested
positive for
banned
substance
Russian figure skater Kamila
Valieva failed a drugs test for a
banned substance before the
Beijing Olympics, the International Testing Agency (ITA) has announced.
Valieva, 15, tested positive for
trimetazidine, a metabolic agent
that is prescribed for the treatment
of angina and vertigo, but is
banned by the World Anti-Doping Agency (WADA) because it
can increase blood flow efficiency and help endurance.
The ITA said on Friday Valieva submitted a sample during
the Russian championships on
December 25, but the positive
test was not confirmed by an internationally-accredited laboratory until February 8.
The finding prompted the
Russian Anti-Doping Agency
(RUSADA) to impose an automatic provisional suspension.
Valieva lodged an appeal the
following day, and RUSADA then
lifted the suspension, allowing the
skater to continue to compete at
the Beijing Games.
The International Olympic
Committee (IOC), which said it
wanted the matter to be expedited as quickly as possible, will
appeal against RUSADA’s decision with a ruling expected before
the women’s solo event on Tuesday.
“The IOC will exercise its
right to appeal and not to wait for
the reasoned decision by RUSADA, because a decision is needed
before the next competition the
athlete is due to take part in [Women Single Skating, 15 February
2022],” ITA said.
The appeal will be handled by
the Court of Arbitration for Sport
(CAS).
The announcement explains
the delay to the medals ceremony
for the figure skating team event
this week, in which Valieva led the
Russians to gold.
At the time, the IOC said the
ceremony had not taken place for
legal reasons, but Russian media
have reported the skater failed a
drugs test. Valieva, who became
the first woman in history to produce a quadruple jump in an Olympic competition in the team event,
has continued to practise at the
rink next to the Capital Indoor
Stadium. aljazeera

defeated Brazil’s Palmeiras 2-1 in
the football Club World Cup final

on Saturday.
Romelu Lukaku’s superb
header gave the European champions the lead on 54 minutes but
Raphael Veiga levelled from the
spot for the Copa Libertadores
winners just past the hour in Abu
Dhabi. Havertz, the hero in the
Champions League final against
Manchester City, was Chelsea’s
match-winner again as he converted a penalty on 117 minutes
awarded following a VAR review.
“It’s amazing. After champions of Europe, we are now champions of the world. It sounds better,” Havertz told Channel 4.
“I was nervous [taking the
penalty], I have to be honest. It’s
a big penalty. It’s just crazy. It
was good I kept the nerves. I am
very happy. I dreamed always as
a kid of this. This is an amazing
feeling for me.” Chelsea were
crowned world champions for the
first time in their history.
The Blues have now claimed
every possible trophy since Roman Abramovich bought the club

in 2003, and become the third
English side to win the global tournament after Manchester United
and Liverpool. Chelsea avenged
their 1-0 loss to Corinthians in the
2012 final, but will have little time
to celebrate with a critical stretch
on the horizon once they return
to London.
They face Lille in the Champions League last 16 either side of
the League Cup final against Liverpool and FA Cup fifth round,
playing in four different competitions in 12 days.
Chelsea coach Thomas Tuchel was back in the dugout having
flown out to Abu Dhabi on Friday after missing the past two
games following a positive test for
COVID-19.
Edouard Mendy returned in
goal in the wake of Senegal’s Africa Cup of Nations victory, at the
expense of Kepa Arrizabalaga,
whose much-improved form is
likely to attract interest from other clubs in the European transfer
summer.

Canada's Grondin and
O'Dine win bronze medal
in mixed snowboard cross
ZHANGJIAKOU, China -Canada's Eliot Grondin and Meryeta O'Dine have won the bronze
medal in mixed team snowboard
cross at the Beijing Olympics.
The United States took gold
and one of Italy's two teams in
the big final earned silver.
O'Dine and Italian Caterina
Carpano crashed during the women's leg of the big final, but O'Dine
recovered in time to finish third.
A second Canadian team of
Liam Moffatt of Londonderry,
N.S., and Tess Critchlow of Big
White, B.C., was eliminated in the
quarterfinal.
Grondin, of Sainte-Marie,
Que., had won silver in the men's
solo event, and O'Dine, of Prince
George, B.C., was the bronze
medallist in the women's.
Mixed team snowboard cross
made its Olympic debut after being contested at the Winter X-

Games since 2006.
The two-part relay had the men go first and once they crossed the
finish line the women were released from the starting gate at corresponding staggered times.

McLaren launch Formula 1 2022
car with 'aggressive' new look and
hopes of acing rules reset

McLaren have launched their
car for the 2022 season, revealing
a bold and "aggressive" updated
livery as the Formula 1 giants bid
for a fast start to the sport's new
era.
Having returned to race-winning ways for the first time since
2012 last year, a revitalised
McLaren hope their MCL36 gives
drivers Lando Norris and Daniel
Ricciardo the chance to consistently fight towards the front.
Taking the wraps off at their
Technology Centre base, the team
unveiled a new design - due to F1's
regulations overhaul - and a new
colour scheme on the car they insist is "real" and ready for preseason testing.
The MCL36 look has taken
inspiration from McLaren's retro
Gulf Oil livery from Monaco last
year, combining 'Fluro Papaya'
with a lighter blue. It was described as "aggressive" by young
British star Norris.
"We wanted something that
was very vibrant," added
McLaren CEO Zak Brown.
"The livery changes we did
last year - both in Monaco and in
Abu Dhabi - we got a lot of great
fan reaction and they like to see a
lot of energy.
"I think it's got speed and elegance to it that we thought would
go on top of the fast race car that
hopefully we've designed this
year."
McLaren's MCL36 launch
was part of an impressive threecar live reveal as the iconic British
outfit also launched their IndyCar
and Extreme E - which they are

debuting in this year - challengers, as well as their Esports livery.
They say their common colour schemes are 'galvanising the
McLaren Racing family'.
While McLaren finished
fourth behind Ferrari in F1 last
year - following an impressive
third in 2020 - their season included a race win, a one-two and their
highest points finish since 2012.
Still undergoing infrastructure
upgrades, with a new wind tunnel
and simulator in the pipeline, they
say their aim for a first title since
Lewis Hamilton's in 2008 is a
long-term goal - acknowledging
their current competitive disadvantages compared to the top
teams.
The sport's 20-time world
champions are, however, cautiously confident about their latest car, mandated by the sweeping new rules aimed at improving
wheel-to-wheel racing.
"With a blank sheet of paper,
the team here at McLaren have
been working hard to establish a
competitive platform for this and
future seasons," said technical director James Key. McLaren driver Lando Norris says he has been
very impressed with the new
MCL36 car, insisting it looks fast
and he can't wait to get out to test
it. "However, we know we've
only just begun to unlock performance from this regulation set, and
that one of the key features of the
2022 season will be the intense
development war as teams assess
each other's designs and innovate
new ways of generating down-

force through ground-effect."
As well as a strong leadership
team, led by Brown, team principal Andreas Seidl and Key,
McLaren also possess one of F1's
most talented and popular driver
line-ups in Norris, who recently
gave the team a welcome boost
with a new four-year contract, and
Ricciardo, the now eight-time F1
race winner.
"Last year was my best in
Formula 1 so far, and I'm really
proud of what I achieved as a driver, and what we achieved as a
team," said Norris, 22.
"But I know the best is yet to
come, and my aim is to carry the
positive momentum we built up
over the last year and take that
with me into this exciting new era
of Formula 1."
Lando Norris has committed
his Formula 1 future to McLaren
by extending his contract until the
end of 2025.
"There's always a nervous
excitement around the start of the
new season, but that's turned up
to 11 when you enter a new era of
regulations," stated Ricciardo, formerly Max Verstappen's teammate at Red Bull.
"Heading into my second
year with McLaren feels great and
I feel like we learned a lot as a
team in 2021, which will help us
as we take on this new challenge."
McLaren will hit the track
with their new car in a filming day
before the first pre-season test in
Barcelona on February 23-25. The
season starts, following another
three-day test in March, with the
Bahrain GP on March 20.

Olympics-Figure skating-Could
be time for a Russian “timeout” 'Everyone wants to copy the
over doping, says IOC’s Pound winner but it is a big mistake,'
BEIJING: Russia may need
an Olympic “timeout” as doping issues resurface after figure skating prodigy Kamila Valieva tested positive for a
banned substance at the
Beijing Winter Games, senior
International Olympic Committee (IOC) member Dick Pound
said.
Russian athletes at the
Beijing Games are already not
competing under their flag
while carrying the Russian
Olympic Committee (ROC) on
their uniforms, and their anthem is not being played at any
ceremonies, following sanctions imposed for the widespread doping across many
sports exposed after the Sochi
Games.
The 15-year-old Valieva
became an early darling of the
Beijing Games when she became the first woman to land a
quadruple jump at the Olympics and helped the ROC win a
team gold.
However, the International
Testing Agency (ITA) said she
tested positive for banned
heart drug Trimetazidine in a
urine sample collected by Russian authorities on Dec. 25.

The Russian anti-doping
agency RUSADA imposed a
provisional suspension on Valieva on Tuesday then lifted it
a day after on appeal.
The IOC, International
Skating Union (ISU) and the
World Anti-Doping Agency
(WADA) have said they will
ask the Court of Arbitration for
Sport (CAS) to reinstate the
suspension.
“At a certain point if they
are absolutely incorrigible you
end up with the position of
take a country timeout,” said
Pound in a phone interview
from Florida. “We could say we
can help you. You got a problem. We can concentrate on it.
Take a time out for one or two,
or three Olympic Games until
you get this under control.”
Russia has acknowledged
some shortcomings in its implementation of anti-doping
rules, but denies running a
state-sponsored doping programme.
“The Russians don’t help
themselves because they have
been absolutely unrepentant,”
said Pound. “They won’t admit anything, they appeal every single decision.”

“I think the approach probably has been too lenient to
allow them to compete as the
Russian Olympic Committee.”
Valieva’s failed drug test
has reawakened global anger
over Moscow’s doping history and outrage over how a minor came to have a prohibited
drug in her system.
“There are all kinds of
things going on and I’m sure
the Russians have lawyered
up and are trying anything and
everything to control the damage,” said Pound. “But how
could you have possibly exposed her to that risk.
“This is not like a tainted
supplement this is a non-therapeutic use of a fairly potent
drug.”
Pound said efforts to work
with Russia and appease them
have not worked and a different approach to the problem
may be necessary.
“It’s sort of appeasement,
I forget who described it this
way but appeasement is sort
of like feeding the alligators
and hoping you will be the last
one they eat,” he said.
Reuters

says Man City head coach
“I have never known this level before,” Pep Guardiola tells Sky
Sports. “Of course, there are managers in Germany, Italy and Spain,
but in the Premier League, these
are the best managers, the elite
managers. The quality, the preparation. The level is so high.”
Manchester City's head coach
is preparing his team to play Norwich on Saturday. Carrow Road
happens to be the only Premier
League ground to which he has
taken a team and never won a
point. "We made a mistake, they
were brilliant, and they beat us."
But it is not the identity of
the opponents that causes
Guardiola to reflect on the quality of the coaching in the Premier
League right now. It is a view that
has formed over time as new ideas
take hold, styles change and the
game that many thought they
knew evolves.
"Compared to when I started
at Barcelona, it has gone much,
much further. The level has improved a lot. The quality, the methodology, the training sessions, the
analysis of what exactly the opponent is going to do and what
your team can do to punish them.
"You cannot imagine the hard

work that goes in behind the
scenes. That is why it is so much
more difficult to win games now
than when I started 13 or 14 years
ago."
Guardiola's own results do
not suggest that is the case, but
fellow Champions League winners Jose Mourinho and Rafa Benitez have lost jobs in the Premier
League in the past 12 months.
There is a sense that the competition among coaches has increased.
"Younger managers such as
Steven Gerrard and Frank Lampard, who were players when I
became a manager, they are incredibly well prepared. They have a
curiosity. They understand a lot.
They study the reasons why, offensively and defensively.
"It is partly thanks to the facilities that we have now. The
drones, the wide angles, the databases. Many things help to build
a picture of who you are as a team
and who the opponents are as a
team. After that, you can take the
decisions as a manager easily."
Manchester City won 2-0
against Brentford on Wednesday,
a routine win to the untrained eye.
But not to Guardiola. "They went
man-to-man up front," he says,

wide-eyed, in conversation after
Friday's press conference. The
game still fascinates him.
"They were pressing high
when Ederson had the ball. When
you break the lines, they defend
so deep and are compact. They
allow you out wide but then they
defend the channels inside." He
pauses. "It is always a joy to win
one game in the Premier League."
Nobody presses quite like
Ralph Hasenhuttl's Southampton
- the only team to take Premier
League points off Manchester
City since October. Marcelo Bielsa's Leeds United have a style all
of their own, running City ragged
in a thrilling draw at Elland Road
last season.
There is admiration for Graham Potter's work at Brighton,
while Bruno Lage, Roy Hodgson
and Brendan Rodgers have all won
league titles elsewhere in Europe.
"There are teams I like to watch
who are really good at what they
want to do," Guardiola explains.
"The nice thing about the Premier League is that there are five
or six different ways to play and,
when you do it well, it works. It
is not a pattern, teams playing one
way all the time.

